


A-s Governor John Connally testified yes- and his family, and had been among the principalpro-
terday before a congressional committee of moters of Kennedy's accession to the Presidency. At
inquiry, the entire fabric of the Warren Commission first glance, all the evidence in hand appears to be
myth of "Oswald, the Lone Assassin," evaporated discredited on compelling grounds of motive.
before what was to become, that evening, a nation- To get directly to the point; the Cecil family was not
wide televisionaudience, only a patron of the Kennedy family, from Joe
Connally's testimony was corroborated both by his Kennedy, Sr. on down, but was intermarried with the

wife and by conclusive, supporting material evidence. Kennedy family. The Rothschild-centered City of
It was established that the bullet which struck London forces had been closely al_ed with the
Governor Connally was fired moments later than the Kennedys, and had helped considerably to maintain
previous bullet, which had struck President Kennedy and increase the Kennedy family fortune. Was it
in the neck. This fact suffices to prove that at least therefore conceivable that key Zionist and "Mafia" i
four bullets were fired during that interval; the entire subsidiaries of the Cecils and Rothschilds could have
Warren Commission case had hung on a desperate conspired to murder President Kennedy -- or would
effort to assume that Oswald had been capable of have then tolerated the continued existence of the
firing only three, parties responsible after that deed? Is it conceivable
Since a definitely known additional bullet -- in that Senator Edward Kennedy should continue to be

addition to those striking occupants of the Kennedy an agent-of-influence for the same political forces
vehicle -- had also been fired, at least four or five which murdered--in fact--two of his older brothers?
bullets were fired during that interval, requiring at It is that set of facts respecting motive which tends
least two professional snipers. There is no longer any to block otherwise-qualified police intelligence-grade
basis for popular credibility to the "lone assassin" investigators from accepting the significance of the
argument that no conspiracy was involved. Permidex and related leads to the Kennedy assassina-
Since the names of the two (or three) assassins tion. At first glance, and perhaps again, after a second

involved are not presently known -- at least to honest and third, the contradictions make the Permidex
citizens and investigators -- uncovering the now- angle "just too incredible."
established conspiracy tokill President Kennedy must Without the proper sort of reeducation in certain
proceed from follow-through on known leads crucial aspects of modern political history, it would be
concerning Oswald and other elements of the probable that the present congressional inquiry would
immediate operational environment of the be diverted into nonsense-judgments, for reasons
assassination plotitself, related to those which have stumped most honest,
We have, at present, three crucial, initial leads to police intelligence-grade investigators. The truth

uncovering the conspiracy. These elements include emerges with a reading of the memoirs of Harold
the proven case of "two Oswalds," the Garrison MacMillan, and with a correlated study of the reasons
investigation of persons and entities linked to the President Kennedy fired "that lunatic" Henry A.
Bronfman Permidex organization, and the Kissinger.
interlocking deployment of organized crime and
Cuban right-winger forces in the environment of the
assassination. As a whole, these three sets of leads The First Two Conspiracies
bring us to eminently relevant discoveries and con- Any congressional investigation is confronted with
clusions, two immediate sets of evidence of conspiracy. Most

immediately, the evidence of four or more bullets
The fact of the "cover up" which was certified by proves conclusively the existence of a conspiracy in

the Warren Commission coincides directly, by impli- the act of assassination itself. Lee Harvey Oswald's
cation, with the kind of evidence developed through personal history prior to the events in Dallas that day
tracing the foregoing three leads. Althoughthe witting is another, important bit of' Conspiracy. The,
complicity of the Warren Commission members immediate question posed is whether there is any real
proper is not indicated, the complicity of parties connection between these two conspiracies, except
among those preparing the submitted evidence is that connection presumed and created in fact by the
firmly established. This, as we shall indicate here in blunder of charging Oswald with the crime.
summary, establishes a meaningful_ connection The center of the Oswald conspiracy is the "two

\ .

between crucial aspects of the "cover up" and parties Oswalds" case, a fact estabhshed beyond dispute.
identified by tracing out the three sets of indicated A person bearing the credentials of "Lee Harvey
leads. Oswald" appeared in Mexico City, established a
The principal, obstructing difficulty confronting the heavy trail for later investigators, establishing his

qualified police intelligence or similar investigator at presence in that location. During this same period, the
the outset is that the parties indicated as responsible person bearing these credentials applied for a visa to
for conspiracy contributing to the Kennedy assassina- Cuba with the Cuban consulate. The applicar_t, was not
tion include, at first glance, powerful interests which the Lee Harvey Oswald later arrested in Dallas,
had been long associated with Joseph Kennedy, Sr. Texas.
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The story of featuring the "two Oswalds" intersects right-wing extremist groups, including the OAS in
the career of a Lee Harvey Oswald whose adult life is France and Spain, and various fascist groups in Italy
bizarre, and includes a role as a stringer for both the and elsewhere. This charge is not properly
FBI and CIA during the period he was acting as a astonishing• During the early 1960s, an Israeli intelli-
representative of _he "Fair Play for Cuba" organiza- gence colonel, Romania-born Zwi Alboudy, rated a top
tion -- and later. In the course of, and following, the assassin of the Israeli intelligence service, was
"Fair Play for Cuba" period, the actual Lee Harvey arrested and convicted in Spain, and sentenced for 30
Oswald, replete with Russian-born wife, interested years imprisonment for terrorist assassination
some highly interesting "leftist" and "liberal" activities linked with Zionist funding of OAS forces in
circles, circles with deep, long-established con- Spain.
nections to British secret intelligence. Alboudy was subsequently released from prison, in
The significance of this aspect of the matter was some arrangement whose exact details are not yet

buried by the investigation conducted on behalf of the known, and became associated with Stern magazine, a
Warren Commission, just as the ballistic and related leading political-intelligence operation against the
problems were covered over withdespicable zeal. government of Chancellor Helmut Schmidt today. The
According to Attorney Garrison's investigation, the gentleman was later dropped from the Stern staff,

Oswald conspiracy leads to a third set of connections, with the best estimate given that his notoriety became
i leads running directly to an entity known as intolerable. Currently, this gentleman is resident in

l Permidex. This is no irrelevant lead. Permidex, an New York City, and engaged in coordinating signi-
organization established by the Canadian Bronfman ficant surveillance operations against the U.S. Labor
interests, and headed by Bronfman representa'tive Party in that city.

Major Bloomfield, was expelled from Switzerland This sort of profascist activity by Zionist influences
under French government pressure, for Permidex's into Is_'ael and by Israeli intelligence services is by no
funding of the right-wing organization conducting means exceptional. The government of Israel today is
successive assassination attacks against President at the point of war with Syria in behalf of Begin's and

Weitzman's alliance with a Lebanese Nazi organi-Charles de Gaulle. Individuals associated with a
Permidex subsidiary, including persons sought for zation, the Falange. The Falange was created by the
testimony by Attorney Garrison, have more recently Nazis during the 1930s, and headed by Hitler's
come under investigations in connection with the personal appointee, Pierre Gemayel. According to
kidnapping-assassination of former Italian Prime most reliable sources intimately acquainted with
Minister Aldo Moro. That assassination has been Gemayel, he treasured the portrait of his admired
publicly associated by authoritative spokesmen with Adolf Hitler well into the post-war period.
the"Kissinger scenario" for Italy• In a related matter, the disclosures that Baader-
Evidence leading back to Permidex subsidiaries Meinhof terrorists Klar and Klein were agents of the

may not prove by itself that Permidex was directly Israeli intelligence, service agency Mossad is not
and wittingly complicit in the Kennedy assassination properly astonishing, in light of the Gianettini report
deployments, but Permidex is scarcely above suspi- and many other, corroborating, highly placed intelli-
cion in matters pertaining to financing the operations gence sources. The Mossad has been coordinating
of organizations engaged in attempted assassinations international terrorist activities since 1969, including
of heads of states and of other notables, the most notorious of the Arab terrorist groups.

• ._. [

The Permidex connection has the slgnmcance of The "Fascist International
pointing directly and simultaneously to such The present-day "fascist international" actually
assassination-capable groupings as Caribbean- exists in an organized form. It is created by and
pivoted organized crime in the U.S., as the Cuban controlled (most immediately) by what is known as
right-wing,exile groups, and to financial conduiting of the Eastern European branch of the Order of Malta.
"b)ack funds" for the drug-running operations into the This branch is dominant among the "black" faction of
United States. It also directly intersects the top the aristocratic families of Russia and Eastern
command of the "fascist international." European nations, including Yugoslavia, and is also
Garrison was on a track which any competent the resident branch of the Maltese Order for Bavaria

investigation of the Oswald-Ruby connection would (Wittelsbach branch) and Lebanon, as well as having
have pursued to a conclusive finding -- one way or historical support among the "black nobility" of Italy.
another. The key knowledge the police intelligence Organizationally, this is the oldest surviving branch
investigator requires to guide him in Garrison's line of of the Maltese Order (the current, largest branches
inquiry is background concerning the active alliance were recreated during the nineteenth century), and is
between certain elements of top-most Zionist circles distinguished from the other branches of the Order of
and the "fascist international." . Malta by the name, Sovereign Order of the Knights of

The "Nazi Zionists" St. John of Jerusalem.
The charge made against Permidex and its This branch of the order created the Nazi Party of

subsidiaries in Italy was that it was funding various Adolf Hitler in Bavaria and assigned to Hitler the bulk
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of the inner Nazi circle (Haushofer, Hess, Goering, successors created organized crime in the U.S. as
Himmler, Rosenberg, et al.). Hitler was brought into principally the distribution network for wholesaling
influence in northern Germany through the Bronfmanand allied whisky into the USA.
intercession of those elements of German industry and The other principal center for whisky smuggling
finance which were controlled by City of London was the British West Indies.
banking interests and City of London investment The financial side of the operation developed then is
banking branches and connections in New York City. crucial for understanding U.S. organized crime today.
S.G. Warburg, the patron and mentor of Hjalmar British and Canadian exporters operated through pre-
Schacht, was most prominent in this, but also the payment of deliveries to smugglers. This system of
0ppenheimers and Rothschilds. It was the same prepayment centered around key U.S.-based "bag
Jewish-highlighted City of London and New York men," who conduited vast amounts of U.S. dollars in
interests which acted, on Schacht's request, to join the cash to Canadian and British West Indies suppliers.
British monarchy to place Hitler into the Chancellory. This cash was then laundered through Canadian and
The present connection of nominally Jewish, pro- British West Indies banks, generating billions aggre-
British banking circles to theNazi organizations of the gately in Prohibition "black funds" flowing into
Sovereign Order is norecent development. British and Canadian accounts. Applying reverse
The other principal Nazi organizations of the leverage, British intelligence services used this

Eastern Sovereign Order were the Lebanese Falange arrangement to sort out U.S. organized crime, buying
and the Croatian Ustashi -- the latter the most hideous the elimination of those gang leaders who threatened
criminal organization of World War II, and the Italian to be obstacles to this ordering of affairs.
Nazi organization established in northern Italy During the late 1920s, the U.S. suffered its first
following the Allied invasion, important illegal drug problem as the same British .:
Every other notable fascist organization of the 1920s networks conduiting illegal whisky added heroin and

and 1930s in Eastern Europe were also creations of the cocaine to their" export lines. The same conduits,
Eastern, Sovereign Order branch of the Maltese. including the same "bag men" and financial arrange-
Today, these fascist organizations are controlled from ments, were used. The bulk of this traffic was
the United States and Canada, and deploy from here controlled from Canada, which coordinated_ opium
under the cover of the "Captive Nations" front traffic from the British "golden triangle" banks of
organization. Shanghai, Hong Kong, and Singapore. The British
That is the general nature of the way in which the West Indies banks soon picked up the drug traffic, also

Eastern, Sovereign Order branch of the Maltese runs running cocaine and opium products through the
the "fascist international" today. It was that fascist whisky-smuggling conduits. This latter development
international that the Bronfman Permidex organiza- became the "silver triangle" of the international drug
tion was caught, red-handed, in funding during the traffic.
early 1960s, during the period of the Kennedy The combined, British-controlled, West Indies and
assassination deployment. Canadian drug traffic into the U.S. nets British and

allied banks tens of billions of dollars in "black funds"
Drugs and Mafia annually, and represents a greater drain on the U.S.

The same element operating partially under cover balance of payments position than the legal balance of
of Zionist cir(/les has primary control of the illegal trade deficit.
drug traffic into the United States, controls the Cuban This British Caribbean drug traffic is a major
right-wing exiles out of, traditionally, Bimini in the element in regional, Latin American politics. The
British West Indies, and runs organized crime in the Cuban right-wing exile groups, whose operational
United States. The Canadian command of this opera- funds for the "Bay of Pigs" operation were largely
tion intersects the top banking circles of Canada, controlled through Bimini, are essentially a Latin
including the Bronfman circles, and coordinates Mafia, engaged in drug smuggling, terrorism, and
aspects of its operations through the "fascist interna- simple gangsterism for the British-Canadian intelli-
tional" organizations in such locations as Toronto and gence services.
Montreal. Toronto is the control point for the major For example, the cases of Mexico and Colombia.
portion of heroin traffic into the central northern U.S. The Mexican heroin and marijuana production
states, largely via Michigan. (Mexico used to supply 75 percent of U.S. marijuana
It was the British crown interests which created the consumption) and the Mexican side of illegal drug

Syndicate of organized crime in the U.S. Through traffic internationally, is conducted by a hard core
circles later associated with the Cliveden Set in within the so-called "Monterrey group." The
England, Arno!d Rothstein secured contracAs for Monterrey group, whose local watering-place is the
delivery of British and Canadian whisky into the U.S. Sodom-and-Gomorrah side of Acapuico's life, and
under Prohibition. Bronfman was among the principal which also deploys out of Cuernavaca, is a Black
Canadian interests collaborating with U.S. organized Maltese circle whose immediate political lineage
crime in this whisky smuggling. Rothstein and his traces back directly to the puppet Hapsburg emperor,
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Maximilian. This group has direct links to the fascist actually pulled the triggers is of secondary
international through such celebrities as Beatrice of importance. Assigned assassins are merely
Savoy and through Hapsburg channels. Not acci- instruments. In an assassination, the crucial issue is

! dentally, its favorite "economist" is Milton who hired the assassin? In the Kennedy case, theissue
Friedman, best known U.S. spokesmhn for the pro- takes the form of who deployed the indicated combina-
fascist Mont Pelerin society, a semi-secret intelli- tion of forces against a targeted Kennedy? The special
gence organization of the Black Maltese forces, circumstances of the case', with emphasis on the way
Under President Echeverria and President Lopez in which the "cover-up" used prepared "patsy"

Portillo, Mexico, in cooperation with U.S. law enforce- Oswald removes any possibility that the assassins
"" nment officials, reduced heroin and marqua a produc- employed were deployed by any other forces than

tion and traffic in Mexico to the point that Mexico those which otherwise mobilized the preparations and
presently contributes 10 percent of the U.S. marijuana . supporting, "environmental" deployments.
consumption. Loaned U.S. aircraft spotted the crops Once the motive for a British monarchy commit-
and destroyed the drug crops with paraquat sprays; ment to assassination of President Ket/nedy is
the Mexican government moved in otherwise to developed, all the essential mysteries of the Kennedy
confiscate the estates of members of the Monterrey assassination vanish accordingly. Kennedy's firing of
faction caught in the act of producing and trafficking "that lunatic" Henry A. Kissinger, and Harold
in illegaldrugs. MacMillan's memoirs provide us with direct indi-
Under pressure from Senator Percy (R-Ill.), who cations of the relevant motivation.i:

l has condemned such use of paraquat as dangerous,
U.S. law enforcement officials are hesitant to continue Thb Kennedy Branch of the Cecil Tribe
to cooperate with foreign governments against the Now, let us consider, summarily, the sort of
drug traffic. Senator Edward Kennedy's promotion of evidence which frustrates the police intelligence-
"drug decriminalization" means billions of profits grade investigator. Investigating the Kennedy family
contributing to the Canadian and British banks and background -- and the current policies of British
Kennedy family financial interests -- and correspond- agent-of-influence Senator Edward Kennedy -- the
ing losses in the U.S. balance of payments, to say investigator finds it monstrously incredible to propose
nothing of destruction of U.S. youth. So, the U.S. and that the British monarchy might have wished to
Colombian government are blocked by Percy and assassinate President Kennedy.
Kennedy in preventing a $6 billion (wholesale, FOB) From young manhood, Joseph P. Kennedy, Sr. was
marijuana crop (120,000 tons; $35-60 billion U.S. street a cultivated, and well-rewarded protege of two

\ value) from being smuggled into the USA this year. It elements of the most powerful British oligarchist
is the Brzezinski-Kissinger-favored forces in circles. Onthe sideofthe British aristocracy itself, the
Colombia who control the marijuana and cocaine family of Joe Kennedy, Sr. was intermarried with the
traffic from and through Colombia. most powerful family among the British nobility, the
The faction involved in the Colombian drug traffic Cecils. The source of the Kennedy wealth was generi-

is, as in Mexico, the faction connected to the Black cally through Rothschild patronage, and most
Maltese networks. As in other cases, the bulk of the immediately through Lazard Brothers, Ltd. of
"black funds" involved in this Caribbean traffic London.
generally are run through British, Canadian, and West Up to the outbreak of World War II, Joe Kennedy
Indies banks- over $20 billion annually,, sufficient to was socially and politically allied with the pro-Nazi
prove the total, witting complicity of the Canadian and Cliveden Set, dropping his pro-Nazi views under heavy

i British West Indies banks in coordinating this illegal pressure from President Franklin Delano Roosevelt,
t drug traffic, and becoming anti'Hitler at about the same time
I Winston Churchill dropped his own pro-Nazi views.

Joe Kennedy's sons were educated under the
The Environment of Murder

The facts investigated by Attorney Garrison, added sponsorship of John Wheeler-Bennett. During the

f to the facts o_herwise surviving cross-checks, give us 1920s, 1930s'and early 1940s, Wheeler-Bennett was thean environment of conspiratorial deployments around leading British agent responsible for subversive
the Kennedy assassination. Cuban right-wing forces, operations against the United States. Later, at
"Mafia" forces, Zionist factions linked to cooperation Harvard, the Kennedy boys came under the back-
with the "fascist international," the "fascist inter- ground guidance of William Yandell Elliott, Wheeler-
national" itself, and assorted bizarre figures Bennett's chief subordinate in British subversive
scattered amid the collection. All of these forces have operations inside the United States. The Kennedys
a common denominator, a common "mother." That were also tied to Lord Beaverbrook, the key operative
"mother" is the British intelligence services, with guiding subversion of the United States via Canadian
emphasis on its Canadian-Caribbean, drug-laden channels. Such elements of political pedigree go on
forward bases of operations against the U.S. and on, without falling to second-rate or third-rate
The issue of which two or three professional snipers levels of importance to the same effect.
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Almost everything in John F. Kennedy's track centuries of regular practice of the assassination of
record in the House of Representatives and Senate up heads of state, and other prominent officials and
to his 1960 election conformed to every turn in figures, of many nations. In the cases of the United
Britain's policies for the U.S. Once installed -- with States' Presidents who have died before completing
aid of massive vote fraud arranged by his backers -- their terms of office, the British assassinated two
Kennedy's appointments, with a few exceptions, were Whig Presidents by poisoning, assassinated Abraham
all hard-core British agents-of-influence. Even the Lincoln, and assassinated President William _.
exceptions to this, including Dean Rusk, had McKinley. A British assassination of President
venerable outward British credentials. The most Kennedy hadampleprecedents.
outrageous feature of the Kennedy government was The opening of the suppressed Lincoln assassination
the cooptation of Britain's Sir David Ormsby-Gore files would have the useful effect of clearing the
(currently Lord Harlech) to the top strategic policy Congressmen's minds on the matter of how to view the
body, the ExComm. Lord Harlech, a Cecil and an in- sort of problem the President Kennedy assassination
law of the Kennedys by marriage, is currently the poses for their consideration. The Lincoln case also
official representative of Kennedy political interests has the special merit of anticipating how and why
in Britain._ investigators purportedly serving the Warren
That gives a general picture of the reasons the Commission covered up the truth concerning the

police intelligence specialist objects strenuously at Kennedy assassination. Lincoln and Kennedy were as
first to the notion that the British monarchy arranged opposite as good and evil in their manifest characters
the Kennedy assassination. It is Kennedy's firing of and political outlooks, but the reasons for, metho-
"that lunatic" Henry A. Kissinger and the grim obser- dological approach to, and cover-up of their assassina-
vations Harold MacMillan -- another Kennedy in-law tions were otherwise almost identical.
-- incorporates in his memoirs, which should help to The British monarchy has been in fact the dedicated
open the investigator's eyes to the reality of the principal enemy of the United States from 1776 to thematter.

TheMotive present day. From 1776 through 1863, British policy
was governed by the objective of reconquest -- to

Despite Kennedy's monstrous political pedigree, he which purpose subversion projects, such as the
began to show signs -- in British eyes -- of a Jackson, van Buren, and Bu(_hanan Administrations,
dangerous shift toward the kind of anti-British policies were merely contributory exertions. Union military-
President Franklin Roosevelt had advanced against industrial strength, combined with a Lincoln alliance
Winston Churchill during World War II. In the Berlin to Czar Alexander II, caused the British to abandon
Crisis, in the final settlement of the Cuba Missile their military-reconquest ambitions permanently in
Crisis, and in the directions of Kennedy foreign policy 1863. From 1863 through the McKinley assassination,
after the Missile Crisis, Kennedy moved toward Britain concentrated on wrecking U.S. nationalcredit,
policies corresponding to vital United States interests, and placing the U.S. economy under financial control
The British,grew increasingly bitter, and even down- of the City of London. At the turn of the century, under
right threatening -- as MacMillan's memoirs the guidance of Lord Milner and the emerging Round
underline thatpoint. Table organization, the British adopted and imple-
• Soon, the deployment preparatory to the Kennedy mented the "geopolitical" policy, in which the United
assassination was in motion. Months later, President States figured as the subverted "dumb giant"
Kennedy was dead. The forces deployed were of the sacrificing i_self to preserve a new, "neo-colonialist"
general identities we have indicated above, form of the British Empire globally.

British Assassination Policy What the British hate in the United States is our
The first error of the congressional committee of heritage from the English Commonwealth. The prin-

inquiry was its failure to order opening and review of cipal American colonies were created and settled by
the suppressed, secret War Department files on the the Commonwealth Party, and the American Revolu-
assassination of President Abraham Lincoln. These tion was, in its most essential features, a new English
files are effectively sealed, presumably in vital U.S. Civil War, between the American republicans and the tnational security interests, more than a century after British oligarchy, a replication of the war between "
Lincoln's death. Granted, if opened and properly the Commonwealth "New Model Army" and the
studied, they would, even today, blow apart the profeudalist cavaliers under Stuart leadership.
"Eastern Establishment" of the United States, and The issue of this continuing war between America
would fundamentally alter U.S. relations with both and the British monarchy actually dates from 1593. At
Canada and Britain. A study of the Lincoln that date, the Cecil family, including Francis Bacon,
assassination- even Without the additional aid of the succeeded in grabbing control of the British Secret
suppressed War Department files -- yields certain Intelligence Service, ousting the humanist forces. The
conclusive findings and casts direct light on the facts Cecils, agents of the Genoa bankers, were thus agents
of the Kennedy assassination, for the "black nobility" of Italy and that nobility's
The British intelligence service has more than two financial allies. The Cecils, seizing power under an
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aging Elizabeth I, brought the Genoese-puppet family, colonies. Anglophile elements in the U.S. government
the Stuarts, into the succession to the throne. These and policy-circles kept Roosevelt hemmed in. British
Cecils,, today the powerful, oligarchical in-laws of the interests shrewdly selected the peppery, but ignorant
Kennedy family, were the leading enemies of the and suggestible Harry S. Truman as Roosevelt's Vice-
Commonwealth and have been among the most deadly President (and manifest successor). After Roosevelt's
of the consistent aristocratic enemies of the United death, British agent-of-influence Jimmy Byrnes
States to date. nicely steered dumb Harry into the policies Churchill
The Rothschilds, the Lazards, the Samuels, the prescribed. Nonetheless, Roosevelt had threatened to

Warburgs, and so forth, the Jewish element of the City use the power of the United States to assert true U.S.
of London, is a relative upstart in the command of the vital interests. That was intolerable in British eyes.
monarchy's forces. Originally, it was the Genoese Eisenhower's Atoms for Peace policy was a massive
"Black Guelph" financier faction which controlled slap in the face to the antitechnology British, a fresh
Genoa, Geneva, Amsterdam, and London. It was assault on British neocolonialist policy of relative
Amsterdam-linked entities such as the British East labor-intensive backwardness for the debt-ridden
India Company, the Levant Company, and later, developing sector. Eisenhower's crushing of the
Barings and the Hudson's Bay Company, which British, Israelis, and Britain's French Fourth
controlled the finances of monarchical England from Republic puppets in the 1956 Suez Crisis was an affront
the Stuart accession onward. The financial interests of the British never forgave.
Geneva, Amsterdam, and London have been a single Kennedy was rushed into the White House, with aid
force for evil in the world from the overthrow of Olden- of shamelessly massive vote frauds. Then,
barnevelde and the Stuart accession (1603) to the emphasized by Kennedy's firing of Henry A. Kissinger
present day. The Rothschilds, Lazards, on grounds of certifiable lunacy, and Kennedy's
Oppenheimers, Warburgs, and so forth b_ecome deepening conflicts with Britain's Harold MacMillan,
powerful in London only as the accession of the the British were confronted with the prospect that
Hannoverian family of Mr. George Guelph squatted John and Robert Kennedy might portend a 12 to 18
its disgusting self upon the British throne, and thus year dynasty. If Kennedy were veering toward an
attracted the Hofjuden of the German baronies into anti-British independence in U.S_ foreign policy, if
the London financial centers. Kennedy's domestic policies were portended by the
What the British monarchy has feared since 1776, promotion of the NASA project and the pro-industrial

and especially since the 1780-1783 period of the League growth accelerated -depreciation policy, then the
of Armed Neutrality, is that a United States dedicated Kennedys portended to become in fact the menace to
to scientific and technological progress would serve British neocolonialist interests which Roosevelt had
as a lever for promoting an alliance among European avowed himself to.become, and which Eisenhower had
continental powers won and dedicated to the same threatened to become.
policy. As the United States grew in power, especially Kennedy's assassination solved that immediate
after the events of 1863 and the U.S. alliance with problem for the British monarchy.
Russia, this British fear of the United States' consti-
tutional commitment to scientific andtechnological DidKissingerKiIIKennedy?
progress becamea most-uglyobsession. According to responsible observers, Henry. A.
The British presumed that they were on the way to Kissinger was by no means saddened by President

geopolitical success in subverting the U.S. after Teddy Kennedy's assassination. Rather, Kissinger informed
Roosevelt's "trust-busting" campaign broke the his Harvard listeners, Kennedy had been a menace to
power of U.S. industrial interests, in favor of the U.S. national security. Kennedy's responsiveness to
British-influenced and British-allied New York City the vital interests of the United States as a nation
financier interests. The Federal Reserve System, committed to scientific and technological progress
nominally a Warburg creation, promised to keep, was, in Kissinger's eyes, a menace to the British
control of U.S. credit in pro-British hands, and U.S. monarchy's security. Therefore, it was a menace to
capital-formation rates relatively depressed. Colonel the British interests in the U.S. Since Henry is pure
House was a Warburg prot6g_ andthus axiomatically British agent down to that mass of brindle-colored
a British puppet. Woodrow Wilson was a disturbed, self-hatred he calls his soul, Kennedy was, in his
and manipulable puppet of Colonel House. outlook, a traitor to the British monarchy.
Then, after his 1940 election to a third' term, In the course of the past decade, Kissinger has

President Franklin Roosevelt announced to an gained notoriety as a bloody assassin. Together with
apoplectic Winston Churchill that not only was the his Black Maltese masters, Kissinger joined in the
United States not going to war to save the British _ selection of avowed pro-Nazi Pinochet as "his man"
Empire, but that the post-war world would be for the 1973 Chilean coup, and Kissinger pe(sonally
ordered according to the American System of administered that cpup as a "desk job." In more
exporting high-technology and related, massive recent times, under Ford, Kissinger deployed Cuban
development projects to the former colonies and semi- right-winger Bosch to blow up a Cubana airline's
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